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About This Content

Illusion PC

Trapped inside your own mind, inside your own dream!
Test subjects of a secret organization that is feeding you hallucinogenic drugs, you are lost between reality and dream.
Your guard is gone for 2 hours and you have to find the antidote and return to reality so you can escape! Nothing makes sense
though...
Just when you thought you found the solution, a door transports you to another universe, you will have to fight against your own
logic, because the dream can become a nightmare! 7ad7b8b382 
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Title: Tales of Escape - Illusion (Desktop)
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
OnSkull Games
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel i5 / AMD FX series or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 210 / AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: For Non-VR players

English,Greek,Polish,Russian,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese
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First free level was super fun and me and my friend had alot of fun playing it, but this dlc had much lower quality puzzles than
the first if you miss one little item you can spend hours trying to solve the puzzle and find out that you just needed to pick up a
book that was not rendered for you because of a glitch... the puzzles mostly are just find the 4 didget code and there are no
puzzles that actually require much thought mostly just trial and error any time me and my friend came up with what seemed like
it would be a good solution we would find that the soltion was much simpler and usually just required a random item to be used
in a random place... not recomended. The first free level was a blast to play with a friend. However, this DLC level was utter
trash. Almost all of the puzzles just required you to find the next 4 digit code, and every time there was an opportunity for a
clever puzzle solution, the developers instead opted to go with a stupid, simple solution. It also does not mention in the store
page that all players must own the DLC, not just the room host. Don't buy any of these DLCs, they are just lazy cash grabs.
Several bugs were also encountered that hindered progress.
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